Holy Cross Community Voices
Pentecost 2022 Issue

"Pentecost is when the heart of stone is shattered, and a heart of flesh takes its place"
Father Raneiro Cantalamessa
Image: Janis O'Driscoll
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"He breathed on them and said, 'Receive the Holy Spirit. '" (John 20:22)
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Letter from the Editor
Pentecost. Breath and Spirit. "Receive the Holy Spirit, whose sins you forgive are forgiven them,
and whose sins you retain are retained" (John 20: 22-23). And Franciscan Fr. Richard Rohr
reiterates from his book, The Wisdom Pattern: Order, Disorder, Reorder: "All Jesus does is
breathe forgiveness." Forgiveness is breath, and breath is life. What a wonderful mantra for
Pentecost that carries us forward in our journey.
This newsletter offers reflections described in Br. Ivan's homily, gratitude for Fr. Mark Stetz,
who passed this year, service to others through the Young Ladies Grand Institute, COPA
strategies to help the underserved, and meeting our anger through bereavement. The spiritual
poetry offerings observe the natural world during the day before Palm Sunday, meditate on the
natural world for comfort and healing, describe how stillness, patience, and prayer can reveal
your true gifts. Finally, the recipe calls for bourbon that may ignite a flame during cooking, like
the "fire" of Pentecost.
Finally, I'd like to join a chorus of parishioners to thank Fr. Martin for his ministry and work
with Holy Cross. His ministry with catechumens during the pandemic, taking over for Sr. Betty
after her retirement. Most currently, the new roof is being replaced, as evidenced by the church's
scaffolding. He was very present with us during the public health crisis of the pandemic when we
had to physically distance ourselves, making sure we could participate in a virtual Mass through
Facebook or YouTube. I know that he has also supported many of us, individually, in our various
ministries. This includes our weekly contemplative practice of centering prayer, this newsletter,
faith formation, Spanish-speaking ministries, the astounding music ministry events, the Food
Bank, and making a personal effort to ensure that the catechumens receive adequate support in
their catechumenate journey.
We wish you all of God's Blessings at Mission San Luis Obispo. From us to you, Fr. Martin,
THANK YOU.
Elbina Rafizadeh, Obl. OSB Cam

Author Unknown Licensed Under Creative Commons
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The Day before Palm Sunday
led me to Port Orford
along the highway lined with
spruce, cedar, and maple
I find the Tugboat Railway Station
on a hill above Port Orford
where a path led to the headlands
There are white lilies with bright yellow spikes
in expectant celebration of the arrival
the Resurrection on Easter morning.
The headland, warmed by a seasoned sun,
is protected by trees, the welcome
embrace, here, is soft and gentle
Unlike the rushing winds
along the cliffs at Cape Blanca lighthouse
as if signaling of Pentecost approaching
Breathing the filtered air
of sea and leaves
reconciles yesterday and tomorrow
Lifts the burdens
I carry today
before I journey home
Elbina Batala Rafizadeh
April 2022

Images of Cape Blanca, and Easter Lilies and Path at headlands above Port Orford, Oregon
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Second Sunday of Easter/C
Acts 5:12-16; Revelation 1:9-13,17-19; John 20:19-31

Cracking the Walls of Fear, by David Hayward.

We are journeying. As we traveled from Ash Wednesday to Easter, we are now sailing toward
Pentecost. Through the celebration of these Easter Sundays, the liturgy expands the lungs of our
faith to receive the effusion of the breath that overflows from the resurrected Christ toward
wholeness. Every Sunday aims at enhancing the ongoing resurrection of our faith.
Let's begin with a prayer and then unfold it.
Faith cracks
the constraining walls of fear.
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Doubt unroofs
the barricaded knowledge.
Love indwells
and subverts death.
Enlivened by the breath of life,
the body of creation yearns for wholeness.
Faith cracks the constraining walls of fear.
The unexpected event of Jesus' traversing the walls of the place where his fearful friends are
locked within resonates with our experience. We may be personally paralyzed in rooms of
despair and grief when our dreams and expectations dissolve. We may be deadlocked by
internalized anxiety or even fearful images of God.
Or we may feel collectively entrapped in distress by external agents. We may be discriminated
against or even an enslaved group. We are under the impending menace of climate change, the
outburst of a pandemic, or a war with a cascade of fatal consequences.
In these personal or communal dreads, we may experience faith as indestructible and surprising
goodness that cracks the walls of our fear and turns death into life. Liberation is not happening
outside of time but by dwelling in time, embracing, and renewing it. The same wellspring of
faith that enlivened Jesus invites us today into a dance of liberation from inequality, hatred, and
dominion.
Furthermore, the resurrected Christ frees us from images of God as governor, dominator, or
judge, opening us to the experience of a vulnerable and defenseless Love who identifies fully
with the self-emptying Christ. It is through the wounds of love that Jesus enters eternal life,
making our mortal experience internal to the divine life. Easter is the chrysalis where the
caterpillar is transformed by compassion into a butterfly.
Doubt unroofs the barricaded knowledge.
The centerpiece of this Sunday's Eucharist is doubting Thomas. I believe that his doubt makes us
his brothers and sisters because it happens that we, too, question our faith and our images of
God. In Thomas, we remember those who have dared to query and challenge the established
doctrines and normative structures, the paradigms of our culture or science, of politics. Doubt
shakes the collective narratives, the forms of socio-economic domination.
In this context, questions and doubts are not the enemy of faith but rather a portal, a threshold to
a more profound and fruitful experience. They clear unnecessary baggage, keep our journey
alive, and expose us to wonder and the ever-new, creative Energy.
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We honor the sacrament of doubt that can cause disenchantment with what we believe and open
the way to re-enchanting us to mystery, beauty, and wonder.
Doubting, Thomas begins wanting a physical demonstration, a piece of evidence, a sign, a proof
of the resurrected Jesus. Yet, his demand brings him offshore, plunges him into deeper waters,
and births him into a new consciousness.
With Thomas, to touch the wounds of Jesus means that we experience the flame of the life Jesus
lived, the freedom he experienced in overcoming the survival instinct, and the giving away of his
life in love for his generative Source and all other creatures.
Love indwells and subverts death.
As the Acts of the Apostles testify, this new consciousness of love that cracks the walls of death
spills over so that signs and wonders were done at the hands of the apostles who cured and cared
for the people.
We don't need special permission, degree, title, or reference to spread the modified DNA of love
that gushes from the tomb. It can go viral whenever death casts its shadow. The resurrected
Christ shines in the body of Ramona, the nurse that was close to us in the last hours of Andrew's
life in the ICU. Her empathy, kindness, and peace were a fragrance of devotion, a taste of life
eternal. Our daily attention, initiative, and presence are sources of resurrecting compassion.
Enlivened by the breath of life, the body of creation yearns for wholeness.
Jesus is the one who breaths on us the breath of life, the gift of the Spirit. Receiving the Breath,
Jesus' community co-spires, becomes herself a liberating energy source. Not just human life,
which, however sublime, is only a single component of the planetary and cosmic community. As
Easter people, we are called to celebrate the whole Earth and Cosmos as the body of Christ.
God's first creation began with a life-giving breath; Jesus renews and amplifies this breath.
Jesus' body is the body of the living Earth, of the cosmic story that science reveals; it is the
energy that drives us, pressing us forward toward new forms and blossoms of life.
We believe and hope that the evolving world of life, the drama of matter in its endless
permutations, will not be left behind but will be transfigured by the resurrecting action of the
Creator God, who is not-yet fulfilled, who is to come.
Br. Ivan Nicoletto, Homily 2nd Sunday of Easter, Incarnation Monastery
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REMEMBERING FR. MARK STETZ
1958-2022
Fr. Mark Stetz, Holy Cross pastor from 2001
to 2009, arrived shortly before the events of
September 11, 2001. What he did that day
for the parishioners and the people of Santa
Cruz became a template for his time at the
parish. Hearing the tragic news, he quickly
assembled people to help - some to put
together a liturgy of healing that evening,
others to contact the press, and many to
begin a network of outreach. He understood
what it meant to be church in a time of crisis,
the need for compassion and welcome. At 7
pm that night, as reported by the Santa Cruz Sentinel, nearly 800 people gathered in the park and
processed into the church following the Easter candle. Fr. Mark said to those gathered: "I can't
give you any answers, but we can do everything possible to share our hope."
Sharing our hope. Several of those who spoke at the reception following his Memorial Mass at
Holy Cross on April 2nd would agree his life exemplified this desire. Together, the stories that
were shared form a tapestry of relationship, a word very important to Fr. Mark. Relationship,
hope and welcome, the legacy he left us.
My husband Jerry and I met newly-ordained Fr. Mark on our first visit to the Holy Land in 1991.
He was as enthralled by the sights as all of us, delighted to be Fr. Mike Miller's sidekick and in
awe of what we were experiencing. He "baptized" me in the Jordan River, something we agreed
was very "touristy" but also thrilling for both of us. Nine years later, we were on another tour
with him, this one to the Passion Play in Oberammergau, Germany, with Fr. Jim Nisbet leading.
We and our good friends Rita and Vic Mockus, knowing that Holy Cross was looking for a new
pastor, encouraged him to apply for the role. Later we all laughed that he could either thank us or
blame us for his decision.
Laughter was a big part of his relationship with Erin Wong. At his memorial, she mentioned a
special gift she had given him --- a mold for making toast that incorporated an image of the
Virgin Mary. He loved it and immediately went to the kitchen to try it out, both of them laughing
heartily. Margaret O'Shea remembers seeing him in downtown Santa Cruz having coffee with
parishioners and interacting with town citizens, including the "Umbrella Man." She recalled his
generosity to the school children after a trip to the Christmas Markets of Germany. Jane Keeffe
also remembers that he invited children to see his Christmas tree, giving each one a cookie, and
he hid Kinder Eggs in the park at Easter. She noted that his spontaneous visits to classrooms
were always a treat for the students, though lesson plans sometimes suffered.
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Rosa Radicchi loved his response to people who asked what the ICF does. "They eat and pray,"
he'd answer, a good description of the Italian Catholic Federation. Claudia Manrique was
touched by his tender concern as she was adjusting to life as a new immigrant and hoping to
start a family. When he learned that she and Alfredo were expecting their first child, he was as
excited as they were.
Three parishioners who had been in the 2008 RCIA group spoke about the great sense of
welcome they felt with Fr. Mark, one of the reasons they found the courage to join the church.
Both Kym Madsen and Shea Maloney agreed that he created "a welcoming atmosphere of
inclusion and a safe space for people to share their thoughts and experiences." Even after the
Easter Vigil the group continued to meet, and Fr. Mark would join them. Chris Seres
remembered a time during Holy Week when Fr. Mark voiced his anger loudly in front of others.
Chris was about to become part of this church and wondered if he should rethink it. But then, Fr.
Mark apologized publicly, expressing sorrow for his actions, and Chris, admiring his bravery,
thought, "I do want to be part of a church like this."
Ziggy Rendler-Bregman appreciated this aspect of Fr. Mark. He might lose his temper, but he
could apologize because he understood human frailty. She, too, was grateful for his welcoming
demeanor. He was "inclusive, spontaneous, compassionate. He walked with the people, all of
us…." He was "creative, sincere, enthusiastic, fiery sometimes…." She made him chicken soup
one time when he was quite sick. He never forgot it.
When he left Holy Cross, he was interviewed once again by the Santa Cruz Sentinel, sharing
these thoughts: "I believe very much, the parish forms the priest. From these nine years, I'll be
carrying many of the gifts, the challenges, the growth to my other parishes."
Thank you, Fr. Mark, for giving us a tapestry of love made up of welcome, hope, and
relationship. Thank you for never forgetting. We won't forget you either.
Sylvia Deck
[Photo by Bill Lovejoy, Santa Cruz Sentinel, September 12, 2001.]

Fr. Mark Stetz Memorial at Holy Cross April 2, 2021
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Remembering Fr. Mark: Funeral Mass in Cambria
On March 31, I was fortunate enough to have attended the
funeral of Fr. Mark Stetz In Cambria at St. Rose Church. Fr.
Mark was the pastor at Holy Cross for nine years, from 2001
to 2010. While in the small town of Cambria, I came upon a
variety of people, from the receptionist at the hotel to the
clerk at the bakery, who all were saddened by his death and
the loss to their community. The funeral itself was attended by
an array of priests from the diocese, including retired Bishop
Sylvester Ryan, and was presided by Bishop Danny Garcia.
Fr. Peter Crivello gave the homily.
Fr. Peter was a close personal friend of Fr. Mark's and part of
his priest support group. He gave a touching homily filled with
personal stories of their time together. He ended the sermon
with a story of a nun who had been murdered in El Salvador.
At one point, I thought, where is he going with this? The story
culminated with her funeral, heart-wrenching to all who attended. He said that as the funeral
was about to end, a woman at the back of the church stood on the pew and started to clap. The
congregation joined in, realizing that this woman lived her life to glorify God, and in the end,
that was where she was for all eternity. It was a joyous celebration. With that, he suggested that
Fr. Mark, who was always true to his faith and lived it to glorify God, should be applauded too.
All those in attendance broke out in hearty and enthusiastic applause for Fr. Mark's life. I, for
one, felt uplifted to know that he is with the one he so devoutly followed. It was so very sad to
lose a genuinely pastoral priest and at the same time filled with much joy for that eternal union
with God! This experience was one that exemplified my faith.
Jane Keeffe

Poetry
Dwell In My Shade
All and each, every, even this one
whole, complete, the works, come.
The whole kit and caboodle, come
you Birds of Paradise, Minerva and Jove.
Birds of prey, of oddity, common and rare
songster, warbler, lark and thrush, come
every cackling crow, dove and sparrow.
You. Red-winged blackbird, wren
hawk and gull, come egret, bluebird,
swift and owl. All you red-headed
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woodpeckers and magpies, come.
Come to me, to my tip and turn, snag and twig
my stalk, branch and limb.
Return here, land, rest, stay put, settle, dwell.
Come to a full-stop where
no song or chirp rises among you. Hush,
not a leaf stirs in my shade. Here you may take
Refuge. Make a home, a nest, a place set apart.
from the tiniest mustard seed sown in the ground
Let me be all that you need.
Ziggy Rendler-Bregman

Be Still.
Nothing you can alter on the outside
Will make much of a difference.
Be still. What comes to you will be revealed
In God's time, not through your own will.
You must be still to hold the vision in the eye
Behind your mind, just inches from your heart.
You will develop the patience of the prince
Who has been turned into a frog.
Living at the bottom of the well.
Your task is to have the presence of mind
To grasp onto the bucket for a ride up to the light.
Pray that the beloved will see the prince in you.
That she will bend to kiss you, releasing you, from the spell.
Waiting there in the well, in the dark,
There is nothing to trust but your own curiosity.
Be still. What comes to you will be revealed
In God's time, not through your own will.
Balance the view finder of your consciousness
The eye of your mind, the root of your heart.
11

Your unique perspective is your point of view.
The true gift of grace given to you.
Jane Dawson

May 2020 (revised 03/19/22)

Unknown artist licensed by Creative Commons

Service to Others
Young Ladies Grand InstituteYLGI (Young
Ladies Grand Institute) began an hour and a half
north of Santa Cruz in the late 1880s in San
Franciso. Three women asked the Church to help
their sick friend, and when the Church could not
help them, their mission to help their friend turned
into a Woman's Movement of Discipleship. As a
Catholic women's organization, our object is "…the
moral, mental and social advancement of Catholic
women and the extending of assistance to its
members in the time of sickness or need." Our
motto is "May Christ Triumph."
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YLGI Santa Cruz #95 was founded at
Holy Cross Church on April 3, 1921,
and we celebrated our 100th
Anniversary just over a month ago in
the parish hall. The local chapter of
YLGI meets at Our Lady Star of the
Sea in East Santa Cruz each month on
the second Thursday, beginning at 7
pm. This business meeting includes a
beginning with prayer and the Pledge
of Allegiance, followed by a report
on the Institute's business conducted
at the previous month's meeting.
Then we return to a prayerful time
with members led by their Past
President in a decade of the Rosary for our sick members and their families and any recently
deceased members or close family members. We raise money by holding FUNdraisers where we
work together as sisters with a common goal of enjoying one another's friendship. The proceeds
from our Fall Luncheon, Biannual Rummage Sale, Fall Boutique, and White Elephant Sales are
disbursed to local charities helping women and children in need. Each summer, we are aided by
local parishes to gather school supplies for the school children, helped through Roots a Wings, a
local resource center for families in need. We provide help primarily to families being led by
grandparents raising their grandchildren in the absence of their parents. Many members are
grandparents or parents to children who are alumni of Holy Cross School, numbering over 20
children.
We are engaged in the Spiritual and Corporal
Works of Mercy, burying the dead, visiting the
sick and imprisoned, and following the example
of our patron saint, The Blessed Virgin Mary,
Mother of God. Who better to base our
discipleship on than Mary?
If you are a Catholic woman at least 16 years of
age, you can join us by attending one of our
meetings held on the 2nd Thursday of each month
at Our Lady Star of the Sea on Frederick Street in
Santa Cruz. If you have more questions, please
contact Erin Wong at 831-471-9589 or
ebirish@yahoo.com.
Erin Wong
Erin and Ruby Wong, with Star of the Sea parishioner during March 2021 Rummage Sale at Star of the Sea
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Bereavement Ministry: Experiencing Anger
People do get angry. You can be angry at your loved one for dying, angry at the pain you feel,
angry at how your life has changed, angry at others for their reaction to your grief or angry that
world feels lonely. It is, after all, one of the stages of grief: denial, anger, bargaining, depression,
and acceptance.
My husband, John, passed away in June 2020 following an 18-year battle with Parkinson's
disease. He battled long and hard through the many indignities of this unforgiving disease.
Even with today's continuing research, there is not much known about this disease. It is more of
a collection of debilitating symptoms that vary greatly among its victims. Although it is often
called an environmental illness, it could also have genetic origins. Prime suspects in the cause
are certain pesticides and head trauma. Having grown up in Western Pennsylvania, John was
very involved in sports in school. At that time, if you sustained a head injury, the young athlete
was expected "to be a man" and shake it off. He suffered at least two head injuries where he was
unconscious, but after a few minutes "to shake it off," the coaches sent him back to the field to
finish the game.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

One day, we discussed our life living as a threesome: John, me, and Parkinson's. I asked if,
knowing his head injuries were likely the cause of his disease, and if he could live his life over,
would he still play football? This makes me angry even today to write, but he said YES! I still
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can't believe it. All I could think of was that he didn't realize what he was putting me through. I
had to take care of everything around the house as well as everything for him - get him dressed,
feed him, keep him clean, get him outdoors, take care of his medications, etc.,
After making myself miserable for many months, the phrase 'we are all God's children" began to
echo. I started to look at John as one of God's children, and He was asking me to take care of this
ailing child. There were still many months of challenging work caregiving, but I could do it with
less anger. Now in hindsight, I see the lesson was not about me. As impaired and dependent as
John had become, God helped me give him a life happy enough that he would be willing to do it
all again.
The feeling of anger itself is natural and not destructive; it is simply a feeling like any other.
Still, most of us have not learned to accept anger as a natural part of the human experience. Even
Jesus became angry with the money changers in the temple. People get angry, and still, they are
good people. Being able to say out loud, "I am angry," may be enough to release anger fully, or
you may need to have some safe physical way to express it, like pounding a pillow, chopping
wood, or yelling loudly in the privacy of your car or out in the woods somewhere.
It is ok to be angry over what you have lost. It is ok to be angry at those who still have what you
lost. It is ok to be angry at the whole world. Remember, anger is a natural part of grief.
Suppressing or swallowing your feelings delays coping and moving forward. Voice your
feelings, express your anger, and find it empowering, strengthening, and helping you cope.
Christine Palochak
COPA Strategizes to Meet the Needs of the Underserved
On June 2, twenty-eight Holy Cross parishioners joined ten
other congregations from across the county at the COPA
Candidate Accountability Assembly at Peace United Church.
Holy Cross leader Carlos Romero co-chaired the meeting
with Rabbi Paula Marcus. Gloria Palomo informed the
audience of COPA's organizing on rental assistance. At the
same time, Ricardo
Maldonado and Elizabeth
Munoz shared personal
stories of eviction, the
barriers to finding an
affordable place to move, and the pressure of increasing
rents. Barbara Meister then asked the three candidates for
the 3rd District Board of Supervisors if they would meet
with COPA in small group meetings to hear firsthand from
our families their personal stories. From this meeting,
COPA's strategy teams would develop actionable proposals
15

to support tenants facing eviction and reduce barriers to moving. Peace United member,
Elizabeth Schilling, asked the candidates to strategize with COPA to ensure that all health care
providers, including Kaiser, serve their fair share of MediCal patients. When the county-wide
'access to care' agreement is renegotiated, including access to mental health care increases. Each
candidate agreed to work with COPA should they get elected to represent the 3rd District. Rabbi
Marcus then asked members to commit to attending house meetings this summer and invited
leaders to join the Housing and Health Care Strategy Teams.
Barbara Meister
Photo by Dcn. Joe DePage, Gloria Palomo De Rivera and Barbara Meiseter

Recipe
Bourbon Shrimp
Ingredients:
1 # 21-25 shrimp
1/4 Cup Bourbon
2 Tbl Worcestershire
1 Tbl Franks Red Hot sauce
2 Tbl butter
2 cloves garlic, minced
1 shallot, diced
Directions:
Heat a large sauté pan with oil. Sear shrimp
until pink. Add garlic & shallots, sauté
briefly. Pull sauté pan off the heat and add
bourbon (be prepared for the flambé).
Return to high heat. Add Worcestershire & hot sauce. Reduce briefly, then turn off heat. Add
butter.
Serve in a bowl, accompanied by lightly toasted bread
Chef Greg Hutchinson
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Past Events
Building Community through Breaking Bread: A Pentecost Breakfast
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Contemplative Practice: UCSC Centering Prayer Day of Reflection
On May 21, a combined
group of 12 UCSC
students and Holy Cross
parishioners attended a
Day of Reflection
Centering Prayer retreat at
the Hall of Shrine of St.
Joseph the Redeemer.
Some of us were regular
Centering Prayer
practitioners, meeting biweekly since November,
2018, when Everardo
Pedraza met with us for
the first time. This time, UCSC Newman Center sponsored this event, allowing Everardo to
return a second time and lead us into a prayerful meditation.
Fr. Cyprian Consiglio Talk: Return to the Great Mother
Most years, Fr. Cyprian Consiglio meets with the Santa Cruz Sangha Shantivanam members for
a talk the Sunday after Easter. After 2 COVID years, Fr. Cyprian returned to talk, pray, and chant
with the group, who were Holy Cross parishioners, Episcopalian, Hindu, and Buddhist
practitioners. This year, the topic was titled, Return to the Great Mother. The talk centered on his
most recent book, The God Who Gave You Birth.
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Lent Photos
There have been so many beautiful Lenten photos captured this year that I include a few below.
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Current Events
Contemplative Practice
Centering Prayer: Parishioners and friends of parishioners meet through Zoom every other Saturday at
9:30 am. On alternate Saturdays, we meet at the Mission Garden behind the Galleria. Bring a chair. If you
would like to join us for Zoom prayer, send a request for the Zoom link to elbinar@gmail.com.

Lectio Divina
Wednesday Conversation and Lectio Divina: Parishioners now meet via Zoom four days a week,
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, and Sundays at 9:15 to reflect on the Liturgy of the Word. Please email
Sylvia Deck at bannerdaysl6@gmail.com.

Bereavement Ministry
In memory of our loved ones who have returned to God or the experience of any of the other
multitude of losses, including divorce, loss of job, or loss of home, Holy Cross will hold a
bereavement Mass every four months. The next schedule Mass will take place in July. Stay tuned
to the bulletin for the announcement.
The bereavement ministry meets on the 2nd Wednesday at 10 am in room 106 in the Parish
Administration Center every month. Please join us for conversation and dialogue with others
who share similar experiences. The next scheduled meeting topics are below:
June 8: (Elbina Rafizadeh) Journaling: Writing a letter to our loved one
July 13: (Christine Palochak) Topic TBD

Future Events
New Camaldoli Hermitage
You are invited to the 10th Annual Friends and Oblates New Camaldoli Retreat, titled "Prayer,
Poetry, and Spiritual Writing." We explore contemplative practices that we can apply in our
everyday life, including poetry and spiritual writing. You will also learn about the five stages of
the spiritual path according to St. Teresa of Avila and how this relates to your spiritual path.
The retreat will be held from Sept 30-Oct 2, 2022, at the St Francis Retreat Center in San
Juan Bautista, CA. You can join us for the whole weekend, Saturday only, or Online via Zoom.
Call for Submissions of Spiritual Poetry
In celebration of our 10th Annual Friends and Oblates New Camaldoli Retreat, "Prayer, Poetry,
and Spiritual Writing," we are pleased to invite registered participants to submit their spiritual
poetry to read during the Spoken Word on Friday evening. We welcome submissions from all
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poets, including novice and published participants. Because our selection process entails a blind
submission, please email two copies of each poem, one without your byline. You may submit a
maximum of 3 poems for consideration. We will invite the selected poets to read their poems
during the Spoken Word event on Friday evening. We will also select additional poems to be
included in a Spoken Word document, "Poems from the 10th Annual New Camaldolese Retreat,"
that will be sent to all participants after the retreat.
Submission deadline: August 1
Send 2 copies of each poem (with and without a byline) to elbinar@gmail.com.
For tickets and info, please go to:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/10th-annual-retreat-for-camaldolese-oblates-and-friends-tickets336038850247 "
UCSC Newman Center
Fr. Cyprian Consiglio, musician, author, monk and prior from New Camaldoli Hermitage in Big
Sur will be giving a retreat to the UCSC Newman Center on Contemplative Spirituality with a
focus on Bede Griffiths and Camaldolese Spirituality. Fr. Cyprian will also incorporate music
and meditation in the retreat. The event will be open to everyone. The retreat will be held on
November 19 from 9:30 am to 4 pm at the Shrine of St. Joseph the Redeemer Hall. We ask for a
suggested donation of $30.00 that includes lunch. Students with a school ID are admitted for
free. We will be creating an Eventbrite link for registration. Stay tuned to the parish bulletins and
Catholics of Santa Cruz Facebook page for details.
Celebración Al Señor de los Milagros – Lord of Miracles!
Sunday October 30, 2022 at the 12:30 PM Spanish mass, followed by a
procession and reception in the hall.
Novena starts October 21 a 29 at 7:00 pm in the Mission chapel.
One of our parishioners from Peru, Elena Sprenger will be organizing a
celebration for El Senor De Los Milagros, (The Lord of Miracles) which is
the Patron of Peruvian Residents and Immigrants. This is the most popular
religious procession in Peru. It is based on a painting of the crucified Christ
done by an anonymous black slave in Lima around 1650. After the wall on
which the image was painted remained intact following the earthquake of
1655, the painting was perceived to be miraculous and devotion to the "Holy
Christ of Miracles" spread rapidly. Peruvians of all social classes have come
to accept the devotion as part of their Peruvian identity.
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Prayer Online
U.S. Catholic Conference of Bishops Daily Readings and Audio Recordings:
https://bible.usccb.org/
Daily Prayer Online:
iBreviary (liturgy of the hours in many languages, updated daily) Laudate (prayers, Mass readings,
meditations, EWTN, updated daily)
Novena for Times of Unraveling, March 17-25 (free, join even though it has started)
"Sacred Space" https://www.sacredspace .ie (founded in 1999 by two Irish Jesuits)
Daily meditations from Fr. Richard Rohr, OFM's Center for Action andContemplation.
Gratefulness.org to sign up for daily quotes, practice, poetry, blogs, etc. Today they published a
wonderful piece on "Living Gratefully in the time of the Corona Virus" which includes the poem
"Pandemic."
Pray as you Go is a website and an app to download to your phone.
Boston College has several good resources: Living Lent, Faith Feeds (Faith in Action during Lent)
and Living Faith, a Facebook Group.
Give Us this Dav' - Liturgical Press.

COVID-19 Update
Another Corona virus variant, Sars CoV-2 B.1.1.529 was first identified in the U.S. in
November 2021 and was the cause for the surge of COVID infections until January 2022
(CDC, March 2022). The surge was
higher among the unvaccinated or
those who did not take precautions.
(See image.) CDC recommends that
masks be word indoors, but not
mandatory. This can change
depending on daily and weekly
statistics of deaths and
hospitalizations due to COVID. If you
have not yet been vaccinated: GET
VACCINATED FOR YOUR
HEALTH AND THOSE WHO YOU
LOVE. Check the local papers or the Santa Cruz County Health website at:
https://www.santacruzhealth.org/HSAHome/HSADivisions/PublicHealth/Communicable
DiseaseControl/CoronavirusHome.aspx .
As we slowly return to a semblance of normalcy, our mental and physical health may still feel the
lingering effects from the past two years of the pandemic. Healthy practices that sustain mind
and body continue to be necessary. Here are some that I still include in my health hygiene
practices:
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*Take a walk

*Schedule routine calls to loved ones
*Join zoom groups (prayer, coffee, art, exercise)
*Stay physically active at home (online exercise, yoga, danceclasses)
*Cook and bake
*Pet therapy
*Write a poem
*Read that book on top of the waiting to be read pile
*Yoga, QiGon, or TaiChi
*Regular meditation, and if you already meditate, join a meditation group, or meditate in the garden
FOOD, MENTAL HEALTH, RENTAL AND HOMELESS RESOURCES FOR ADULTS

•

Second Harvest Food Bank community food hotline: (831) 662-0991 8 am-4 pm Mon-Fri

•

Food Pantry: 210 High Street W-F-Su l0 am- l pm.

•

Women, Infant, and Children, Meals on Wheels (food delivery for homebound seniors).
Log on to www.communitybridges.org for info on more food programs for all ages.

•

Grey Bears delivers a free bag of groceries every week if you sign up. Here is
the website:Grey Bears I Connect I Sustain I Recycle:
https://www.greybears.org/

•

Homeless resources can be found here:
https://housingmatterssc.org/get-help/resources/

•

Mental Health Resources: http://www.namiscc.org/ (National Alliance on
Mental Illness) or (Mental Health Client Action Network) contact:
Sarah.Leonard@mhcan.org or check their FB website for current available
services: https://www.facebook.com/MHCAN.org

•

California Office of Emergency Services - the State is taking actions to
help renters,small businesses, workers with assistance. See Rental resources
under community resources. The website is: https://www.caloes.ca.gov/

Donations to Holy Cross is greatly appreciated, not only for the functioning needs of the
parish, but also to continue the Food Bank, and support the multiple ministries that serve the more
vulnerable among us. Please donate through the Holy Cross weblink:
https://holycrosssantacruz.com/
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Acknowledgment and Thank you
I often experience great joy reading and reviewing the authors' and artists' work while putting your
newsletter together! This quarterly project would not be possible without the support of Fr. Martin, Sr.
Barbara, Deacon Joe, and the multitude of writers and writers who agree to share their perspectives,
visions, and thoughts. Many Thanks and a multitude of gratitude!!!!
……Elbina Rafizadeh

Brief Bios
Jane Dawson has lived in Corralitos since 1986. She sings with the Diocesan Choir of Monterey
under the direction of Sr. Barbara. As a UC Berkeley graduate, she taught for the USF M.A.
Program in Counseling Psychology. She also enjoys writing poetry as a spiritual practice.
Sylvia Deck and her husband, Jerry, have been parishioners at Holy Cross for 54 years. Inspired by
her service on the Liturgy Committee and as director of Confirmation, she earned a master's degree in
Pastoral Liturgy at Santa Clara University. Since then, she has led Communion Services and conducted
workshops for Lectors, Hospitality Ministers and formation of the laity. She meets four times weekly for
the practice of Lectio Divina with fellow parishioners and writes a blog for the parish entitled "Holy
Cross Connections."

Jose Gaona is a lay leader among the Spanish-speaking community. He has been a Holy Cross
parishioner since 1977. In 1981, he joined the Holy Cross Hispanic Youth Group, Amistad, for
five years. He then joined the choir. From 2006 to 2009, he was director of the Spanish Faith
Formation Program and served as co-chair of the Council of Ministries. Holy Cross has been his
community where he married his wife, Alicia, in 1988, and his children have received all
sacraments.
Greg Hutchinson was baptized four years ago and couldn't be happier being a new Catholic.
He lives in Capitola and is a retired chef. He has a cat, Teddy, that he absolutely loves.
Jane Keefe has been a parishioner at Holy Cross for at least twenty years. She is a retired
school teacher and has been active as a lector, among many other ministries at Holy Cross.
Besides being a lector, she is a member of the lectio divina and centering prayer groups.
Barbara Meister is a 20-year parish member, along with her husband, Tim, and high school son,
Andrew. Barbara served as co-chair of the Council of Ministries and is also a lector. She works at the
Monterey Bay Aquarium as the Public Affairs Director. Previously she worked as a community organizer
for COPA and in food and agricultural policy positions.
Janis O'Driscoll is a volunteer parishioner and lector. Janice is also a printmaker with the Printmakers
at the Tannery (PATT) at the Tannery Arts Center in Santa Cruz. She is a member of the California
Society of Printmakers. Her work is included in Sacred Stone Sacred Water: Women Writers and Artist
Encounter Ireland (2019), edited by Carolyn Brigit Flynn.
Br. Ivan Nicoletto OSB, Cam is a Camaldolese monk living at the Incarnation monastery in Berkeley.
He is an author of several books, spiritual director, and the monastery's guest master.
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Christine Palochak has been a parishioner at Holy Cross for many years. She manages the Eucharistic
Ministry Schedule and leads the newly developed Bereavement Ministry. Please contact her at
cpalochak@gmail.com if you would like to join our bereavement group.
Ziggy Rendler-Bregman is a poet and visual artist. She teaches a zoom yoga class for older adults,
plays basketball, and celebrates life with Jesse, her husband of 45 years, and three awesome adult
children. She co-founded Tent of Abraham, promoting peace among people of the Jewish, Christian and
Muslim faiths and is an active member of Sangha Shantivanam (www.sanghashanti.net). Ziggy has lived
in Santa Cruz since 1969.
Erin Wong is a cradle Catholic and Catholic school educated. She lived her faith journey in Holy Cross
parish for the past 24 years, serving as a catechist for adults and children from 5 to 17 years
old. Currently, she volunteers with Margaret O'Shea as co-leaders of Children's Faith Formation. Erin
enjoys the age spread in the parish because it represents the entire spectrum of life. Each stage of human
development has unique needs and gifts which make up the warp and weft of the tapestry of our collective
story.
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